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RISING FENCE & GATE CRASH TESTED

FANCY FENCE
RETRACTABLE

ENTRANCE
GATES AND

FENCES



APPEAR AND
DISAPPEAR
ON
DEMAND. 



ENHANCED
SAFETY

FANCY FENCE posts can be assembled together to form a retractable fence
of any length. The use of standard components that are commonly
associated with sliding gates allows this unique solution to be extremely
simple and reliable.



Fancy Fence
for your residence and for public areas



Appear and
disappear
on demand.
They add prestige to every project, they

protect us against dangers and strangers,

but they completely disappear when what

we need is contact with the world. Can you

imagine better gates? The FANCY FENCE is

a universal idea that is as good for private

residences as it is for the headquarters of

large companies and public institutions.

With the use of FANCY FENCE, it is possible

to ensure the safety of areas around town

hall buildings, parliaments, embassies, and

other important establishments that often

require special protection. Everywhere the

FANCY FENCE gate operates in the same

way, it’s equally safe and equally effective.

And on top of all this, it’s attractive and

elegant. To put it simply: it offers luxury,

security and excellent design.
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The world without borders, the world
without barriers, the world in which no
restrictions are necessary – it’s one of
those dreams that, in spite of being 
so attractive, rarely comes true. This par-
adox exists in all kinds of fencing, fences, 
barriers and walls. We put them up be-
cause they protect us against threats but
at 
the same time we don’t like them
because 
they restrict us: they take away our views 
and our sense of location, they make en-
try and exit more difficult, and pretty often 
they disfigure our surroundings. So, it’s
not 
surprising that the FANCY FENCE gate, 
which appears and disappears equally 
quickly, has gained customer recognition 
right from the start, and has begun to
con-
quer the world in the space of a few
years.

Photo 1. 
The pickets can be made of various
materials, such as: steel, HPL sheets, Corten
steel, wood and agglomerated quartz. 
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A gate from under the ground 

- how does it work? 

The patented FANCY FENCE system is 

based on the generally-known compo-

nents of fences and driveway gates which 

have been in use for many years. But those 

same components have been put togeth-

er in an innovative way so as to make a 

lifted or sunk fencing system of any length. 

The idea is based on a system that is well-

known in the world of lift design, i.e. on a 

system of counterweights with, the weight 

equal to the span. Those counterweights 

are connected to the span by a system of 

cords and pulleys. The entire mechanism 

is installed in a sealed reinforced con-

crete vault in the ground, which makes 

the whole structure invisible. 

The basic arrangement is made of steel 

pickets that, depending on your prefer-

ences, can be clad with the material of 

your choice.

GATE LIKE A LIFT

Gates, driveways, fences...

When they’re not there,

we think about putting

them up and when they’re

in place we want to block

them out. The FANCY

FENCE gates appear and

disappear on demand.



As counterweights are used for lifting and

sinking of the leaf it is possible to use typical

low-power electric drive, and – as a result – 

no component of this solution is particularly

complicated. All of the above features make the

FANCY FENCE gate:

• simple in design

• smooth in operation

• easy to maintain

• practically failure-free

• fast – the gate opens fast, 

irrespective of its width
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Fig. 1. Diagram 
1. removable covers
2. manual mode 

inspection hatch
3. counterweight
4. drive
5. water drainage pump
6. movable gate beam
7. concrete vault
8. fencing
9. photocells
10. signalling lights

SPLENDOUR AND SECURITY FOR RESIDENCES AND FOR VAST SPACES 

The features of the FANCY FENCE

system make it suitable for closing the

driveways of traditional houses, both

single- and multi-family buildings. Ow-

ing to the fact that the FANCY FENCE

system enables the use of minimalist

solutions, the entry zone is elegant and

provides full comfort to its users. 

The solution that adds splendour to

both minimalist homes and to traditional

style properties is equally effective and

attrac- tive in the case of larger public

buildings. At places used for retail

trade, services, entertainment and

transportation, as well as in sales and

display areas, the feeling of the

absence of any restrictions is very 

desirable! So no typical gate will be ap-

propriate for such places. And in such a

case the FANCY FENCE system is irre-

placeable. That is because the fencing

appears only when it is needed (for the

time that the facility is closed) and

disap- pears when we don’t want

anybody to be aware of its existence. 

The modern world and the emerging

threats we face mean that the

managers and administrators of

important public areas or public

institutions face serious challenges.

Imagine how convenient, effective and

desirable, and at the same time how

visually attractive the possi- bility of the

fast separation of security 

zones at an airport, railway station or

metro can be! This also applies to pe-

destrian malls, marketplaces, streets

and squares temporary earmarked for

pedestrians or for a concert zone, as

well as to all those public areas which -

although they function on a daily ba- sis

as open areas - sometimes require

special security measures in the form of

safe fences. In such places, the elegant

and reliable FANCY FENCE system will

prove to be more suitable than tempo-

rary ugly barriers, the erection of which

is costly and time consuming and con-

stitutes a blot on the surrounding land-

scape.
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PRESTIGE AND SURPRISE EFFECT

An ace in the architect’s hand

“I want a surprise, a “wow” effect!” –

This customer expectation looms large

in almost all designers’ minds. Especial-

ly when the customer needs convincing

that a greater force lies in moderation

and modesty.

The FANCY FENCE provides a surprise

effect and the impression of luxury and,

at the same time, preserves the ele-

gance of the premises’ decor. 

A fence which appears and disappears

within seconds constitutes a great way

to eliminate architectural boredom! And

at the same time provides much more

elegance than many other solutions

ap- plied nowadays in order “to add

variety” 

to the residence or the headquarter of-

fice. The FANCY FENCE provides both

a “wow” effect and an elegant finish to

the surroundings of a house.

Where is the pedestrian gate? 

This is a justified question, because 

not only can the gates for vehicles but 

neither can the gates for pedestrians 

be distinguished from any other part 

of the FANCY FENCE. The pedestri-

an gate of the FANCY FENCE has no 

standard hinges nor any other charac-

teristic details and even a handle can 

be eliminated! This is possible due to 

the use of a horizontal beam bonding 

the gate filling, located below the walk-

way level; simply the end post is the

axis of rotation of the leaf. Such a

pe- destrian gate, unnoticeably

integrated into the rest of the fence,

may become another interesting

and distinguishing feature of a

building, accessible only to the

people who are aware of its exist-

ence. There aren’t many solutions

like this one. This is a detail which

indicates that the owners of the

premises we are entering

appreciate elegant, thought- ful,

tasteful and uncommon solutions.

Obviously, those who want to distin-

guish the pedestrian gate from the

rest of the fence have at their

disposal a wide range of materials

and/or colours which will make that

possible.

The most convincing

way to see how fast

the gate appears and

disappears is to see

our video on the web

(please scan the code

provided below).



ALWAYS SAFE – AMONG MONUMENTS AND ON DIFFICULT TERRAIN 

Ingenious and simple solutions which

can be easily integrated into the sur-

rounding landscape are the things will

be appreciated by all who plan the revi-

talisation of areas of architectural value.

The advantage of the FANCY FENCE is

the possibility of installing it without

interfering with the architecture of the

surroundings.

This feature has been noticed already

by designers and customers worldwide. 

The innovative FANCY FENCE technology makes it possible to ensure security 
and comfort in cases where other solutions do not: 

• on heritage-protected areas,• on plots located on slopes and on an • in the

surroundings of particularly valu-uneven terrain, where the panel cannot 

able architecture, be either swung nor slid,

The company assembles its gates in

Eu- rope, Russia, the USA and Canada

and even in distant Australia and in

South Af- rica. Recently, the FANCY

FENCE system has been selected,

among other things, for the protection

of the main entrance to the new railway

station in Annemasse in France. The

works were successfully completed in

November 2019. 

Difficult terrain means not only herit-

age-protected areas or areas with par-

ticularly valuable architecture. Small

properties can also be “difficult”, e.g.

where the garage must be located very

close to the fence line, or those areas

where the gate must be installed on a

slope or just by an embankment or on

an- other slope of land, as well as those

very narrow areas where there is no

place for the retractable gate leaf

around the en- try. A glance at the

drawings is enough to see all the

benefits of the system. 

• where the gate should remain totally

invisible for the major part of the day.
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LUXURY AROUND A SWIMMING POOL

A swimming pool by the house means

not only comfort and pleasure; it also

means the need to ensure security for

all users, including children. The

FANCY FENCE is perfect as the

fencing system for a swimming pool.

When residents 

(and their guests) use the swimming

pool, the fencing can remain thoroughly

hidden in the ground; so having a swim-

ming pool that can be approached and

jumped into from every angle will be-

come a real attraction. When everyone 

is busy with other matters, it is enough

to put the system into operation and a

solid fence will appear around the

pool. Thanks to the FANCY FENCE, no

child will fall into the water and the

dog will not clean its fur in the pool... 
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MODERN, RELIABLE, CONVENIENT

CAPS

COVER PLATES

FANCY FENCE gates are very safe in

operation. They are fitted with identi-

cal sensor systems to those used for

sliding gates. The overload

protection that is installed as a

standard in gate drives provides

additional protection. FANCY FENCE

gates are safe for peo- ple, pets and

property, even if other gate safety

systems fail. This is due to the unique

design which does not incorporate

any fixed element against which the

gate would exert a crushing force

when closing. Of course, the sys- tem

is equipped with manual mode, to be

used in case of a blackout.

Due to the use of exactly the same

components as are used for sliding

gates, the most frequent issues that

may arise during use are associated

with the drive. This is why the drive is 

easily accessible through the central

cover plate. 

An inquisitive person will ask about

winter conditions: if there is

snowfall, heavy rain or frost will

that not dam- age the FANCY

FENCE? The answer is: absolutely

not. Protection is en- sured by a

tight concrete cassette and by the

absence of a sliding pan- el which

could be blocked by snow- drifts or

ice. Moreover, just due to its

design, such a gate is less

vulnerable to failures than the

commonly used systems, which in

winter conditions are often blocked

by un-removed snow dumps.

In case the system is located on a

slope, in order to protect the gate cas-

sette against flooding, it is sufficient to

install a commonly known and often

used drainage system in front of it.

Given the fact that the gate is mainly

closed in residential applications, it

is 

Various cover plate options are available:

• standard steel cover plates, with or without anti-slip coating

• cover plates that match any arrangement of your choice

• stainless steel cover plates

not necessary to use any caps for holes

that the leaf is moved through.

Fig. 2. A, B. Examples of a FANCY FENCE gate in an inclined driveway.
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FANCY FENCE AT GLANCE HOW TO BECOME
A FANCY FENCE
GATE OWNER 

Application: 

• public areas

• safe zones

• residential 

• outdoor pools

System features:

• retractable gate/fence, invisible 

walkway gate

• quick opening/closing

• inclined driveway installation

• precision installation

• enhanced safety, manual mode, no 

need to remove snow

• unrestricted possibility of different 

arrangements

Key benefits:

• unique solution that enhances the 

attractiveness of your premises

• modern design

• possible to use all available materials

such as steel, wood, HPLs, concrete, 

glass, and Corten steel

• unrestricted length and shape of the 

fence

• capping of cover holes to prevent 

the ingress of dirt into the vault when 

open

• large cross-section steel pickets 

• manual mode

www.fancyfence.eu

At present, there is one deliv-

ery option for a FANCY

FENCE gate:

„Supply & Installation” (availa- ble

for all gate widths), where the

concrete vault is made by to

FANCY FENCE specifications,

and the distributor supplies and

installs all other gate compo-

nents, and commissions the gate.

Your local distributor provides a

quotation for the complete FAN-

CY FENCE system on a case- by-

case basis, having reviewed your

individual requirements. The

gate width and selected ar-

rangement have the greatest im-

pact on its price.
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FANCY FENCE Global

JP Novation Sp. z o.o.
ul. Jaworowska 2, 

05-510 Konstancin-Jeziorna, POLAND
www.fancyfence.eu

 office@fancyfence.eu | +48 663 031 503 |  fancyfence

2019 BUILD MAGAZINE AWARD

Our gate was a winner of the 2019
Build Magazine Construction &
Engineering Awards.


